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Abstract. Brooks’ Theortln states that any graph G of maximum degree d 2 3 car1 be A node 
colored if and only if G does not contain K J+, as a subgraph. We exhibit an NC algorithm to 
find a A coloring j!:rhen Brooks’ Theorem guarantees it exists. 
Graph coloring has long been an important area of research in gr,,ph theory, and 
the study of graph-coloring a gorithms is also a prominent area of computer science. 
1n this paper, we will focus on node coloring problems. Formally, we are provided 
with a graph G (all of our graphs will be undirected and simple) and for each node 
we wish to specify a positrue integer, its color, in such a way that adjacent nodes 
are assigned different colors. Finding a coloring with as few colors as possible is 
NP-complete. In fact, even determi.ling if a maximum-degree-4 planar graph can 
be colored with three colors is itself NP-complete [4]. A graph is k colored if it is 
colored with at most k colors 
Since determining the minimum number of colors needed to color G is so hard, 
we will focus instead on finding colorings that are known to exist. Usually, along 
with a theorem that a k coloring of G exists, one gets a polynomial-time algorithm 
to find such a k coloring; rarely, if ever, does the proof suggest a fast parallel 
algorithm. For example, it is well known that any planar graph can be 5 colored 
(see [3, p. 95-J) and the stan ard proof yields a polynomial- 
the desired coloring. Recently Boyar and Karloi? [2] Bevel 
to 5 color planar graphs. 
Let us use L%(G) ts denote t 
graph is clear. For general 
one cannot really hope to etermine in polynomial time when a 
exists, but fortunately Brooks’ heorem classifies those gr 
exists. 
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(Brooks (see [3, pp. 89-911 or [I])). A graph G of maximum degree A Z= 3 
can be A colored if and only if G contains no copy of Kb+I as a subgraph. 
~fi~~t~o~. A graph G is ZJ 3ooks graph if d a 3 and G contains no copy of 
as a subgraph. 
Once again, the proof of the above theorem provides a polynomial-time algorithm 
to find the desired coloring, but no NC algorithm is suggested. For the problem of 
A + 1 coloring arbitrary graphs, ac NC algorithm was provided by Luby [ 10). We 
provide an algorithm that finds a A coloring of a rooks graph G. The algorithm 
runs on an EREW PRAM (a parallel random access machine on which all concurrent 
memory access is forbidden) in time O(log’n), with 0(n4) processors. 
For convenience, for the remainder of the paper a coloring of Brooks graph G 
will be an assignment of the integers 1,2, . . . , A to some of G’s nodes, no adjacent 
nodes getting the same color. If every node is colored, the coloring is total. 
Four techniques will be used heavily by our algorithm. They are: 
(1) the use of chains whose nodes alternate in color between j and i to effect 
recolorings; 
(2) a method of restricting all of those alternating chains to have distinguished 
color 1, as the first of the two colors; 
(3) Luby’s maximal coloring algorithm; and 
(4) the ability to find a large independent set in a graph of bounded aiverage degree. 
We elaborate on each. 
If u is an uncolored node in a Brooks graph G we are attempting to A color, 
and if one of the permissible colors 1,2,3,. . . 9 A does not appear on a neighbor 
of U, certainly u can be assigned a color. A node ti of G, colored or uncolored, 
with a neighbor of every color diRerent from u’s, is said to be liberal. (The term 
“liberal” is motivated by a political analogy.) 
This fact is obvious and will be used often. 
act n uncolored liberal node has exactly one neighbor of each of the A colors. 
Except for one pair of neighbors which may be of the same color, no two neighbors of 
a colored Pibe& node are of the same color. (At most one oJf its neighbors rnfiy be 
uncolored. ) 
We need this important definition. 
Where M is a liber ncolored node, wh neighbor uI has color I (for 
alternating path is the maximal path starting 
e colors alternate between j and i, each of whose 
This path will be thought of as being directe away from 14~. To find pi:’ sequentially, 
let the path P initially be the lone node p, = Uj> and if Uj is not liberal we halt. In 
general, suppose we have determined p1 ) p2, . . . , pk, and k is odd. Node pk is of 
color j. If pk is not liberal, halt. Otherwise, pk, being liberal, can have at most one 
neighbor of color i not already on the path P. If pk has no such neighbor, halt. 
Otherwise, let pk+r be the neighbor of color i not yet in P, and append pi__; ; to P 
(and increment k). Were k even, we would do the same, except colors j and i would 
have been interchanged. At termination P is the sought-after path Pt. (These paths 
Pi are used in the proof in [l] of Brooks’ Theorem.) 
In place of this sequential method of finding P-f, a simple NC algorithm can 
easily be developed, by considering the components of the subgraph of G induced 
by those liberal nodes of color j or i, each having exactly two neighbors of the other 
color. The details are omitted. 
Throughout the paper, the term “endpoint” will refer to the terminal endpoint 
of a (directed) path. 
ToJip P’,i is to swap the colors j and i on all of the path’s nodes except 
for its endpoint _x, and then to recolor x with a color not appearing on its neighbors. 
(Such a color must exist.) 
The paths PC are most important, for this reason: if the last node of Pt is not a 
neighbor of u, flipping the path allows u to be colored!. But to color many uncolored 
nodes at once, many of these paths, with varying pairs j and i, will have to be 
flipped in parallel, and done naively, “conflicts” would occur. 
A conflict is a pair of adjacent nodes, each with the same color. 
To circumvent his problem, we have manage4 to ensure that whenever we flip 
colors on a path P’:‘, j will be the distinguished color 1. Why this helps should not 
yet be clear. Roughly, it will ensure that any conflicts that do arise will involve 
nodes colored 1. Since so often j will be I, PA will be shorthand for Pi/, and then 
i 2 2. 
In 1985, Luby [IO] presented areducticn to the maximal independent set problem 
that solves the following coloring problem. (This formulation differs from Luby’s.) 
Let H be an arbitrary graph of maximum degree 3, along with a A coloring. Let 
UT,+ 5’ be the sets of colored a~? uncclored nodes, respectively. Let be a set of , 
uncolored nodes o for which the number of dist ct colors on v’s neighbors plus 
the number of v’s uncolored neighbors is at most - 1. (If any color is represented 
twice on v’s neighbors, or if v is not of maximum degree, then v clearly is a can 
for membership in A.) Each node in could be colore 
colored nodes, even if its uncolored nei bors were assigne 
algorithm allows us to co1 11 of the nodes in 
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provide a A coloring of all nodes in C u A; furthermore, the colors on nodes in C 
do not change. (In fact, Luby presented a ‘“maximal coloring algorit 
have converted to procedure ExtendColor.) 
In order to limit the number of processors used, we recommend using the NC 
maximal independent set algorithm of Goldberg and Spencer [SJ throughout, rather 
than Luby’s [lo] own algorithm (but see the proof of the last theorem for a comment). 
The first NC maximal independent set algorithm appeared in [9]. 
The idea behind our conflict-resolution scheme is that if when we are trying to 
color currently-uncolored u and u, we flip colors on disjoint paths P”,‘” and i)$“, 
then if two a:ljacent nodes, neither the endpoint of its path, end up with the same 
color, &ut color is 1. This fact is clear: if the color were not i, it would be c(u) = c( a j, 
and then prior to the flip, both conGcting nodes must have had color I. Wow can 
we eliminate this conflict, or more generally, how can we eliminate many of these 
conflicts in parallel? One makes the absolutely crucial but trivial observation that 
after the flip, each path’s internal nodes of color 1 have two neighbors of the same 
color difirent _fkrn 1. Thus we can recolor all such nodes using L&y’s method as 
follows. Let A be the set of nodes each of which, after the flip, is of color I, has at 
least one neighbor of color 1, and is not the endpoint of the path it lies in; uncolor 
each node in A. (To “uncolor” a node is to remove its color.) Each such node has 
two identically-colored neighbors. Thus we can use Luby’s method to extend the 
coloring to A. (The endpoints must be handled separately.) If any technique is 
characteristic of our algorithm, this is it. It will be used numerous times, and should 
be thoroughly understood. 
Last, we describe another method used to avoid conflicts, a method based on 
maximal independent sets. Often, in attempting to color a pair of uncolored nodes, 
we will discover that while recoloring both is very dificult, recoloring one is not, 
and an auxiiiary graph technique is called for. Where S is some relevant “large” 
set of uncolored nodes, we may need to build an auxiliary graph H on S, which 
contains an edge between a pair of nodes if we cannot color both simultaneously, 
but SO that we will be capable of coloring all nodes in an independent set at once. 
Unfortunately, H will not usually have bounded maximum degree. It will always 
have bounded average degree, though, and in any graph of bounded average degree, 
an independent set containing a constant fraction of the nodes can be found in NC; 
see the next section for details. Coloring this constant fraction of the uncolored 
nodes in one polylog-time phase will guarantee overall polylog time. 
Very often we will nee ndent sets in grap 
t set of size at least 
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(2) Let H’ be the subgraph of induced by the nodes of degree at most 2d. 
Fin a maximal independent set I in H’. 
FOC 
f the average degree of M is at most d, then ’ has at least ih nodes (H having 
h). But any maximal independent set in an r-node graph of maximum degree at 
most t has at least r/(t -1- 1) nodes, and therefore I has at least $/(2d + 1) no 
and is independent in H. If d is constant, then I has a constant fraction of the 
nodes of H. 
To A color Brooks graph G, we will repeatedly (1) convert the current coloring 
into a special A coloring of G (“special” is defined below), with the help of procedure 
ImproveCoZor, and then (2) modify the coloring with procedure ConstFraction, each 
time providing a new coloring for which the number of uncolored nodes is at most 
a constant fraction as large; every previously-colored node will still be colored. (The 
first time through we must find an initial coloring.) 
First, we must define a special A coloring. 
&ion. A A coloring is special 3’ 
(1) no two uncolored nodes are at a distande 1, 2, 3, or 4 from each other: the 
coloring is dense; 
(2) every uncolored node is liberal; 
(3) every neighbor of an uncolored node is liberal; and 
(4) for all uncolored v, there is a color y(v) # 1 so that v’s neighbors of color 1 
and y(v) are nonadjacent. 
Although seemingly bizarre and artificial, this last condition is necessary. Only 
that condition uses the assumption that G contains no KA+* (eyuivalently, for all 
v of maximum degree, v’s neighborhood contains a pair of nonadjacent nodes). 
Say a node is internal to path P if it is neither the first nor last node in l? We 
will use this lemma often, sometimes implicitly. 
. (1) Suppose that u # v are olored nodes in a speci coloring, and that 
internal to both PL and Pi. n PI is the reverse of (and i = j). 
(2) If x is internal to Pi: and is the eradpoint of P’, , then x’s color is 1. 
The internal nodes on f i #j, the common node, X, 
colored 1, has two neighbors colored i and two colored j, violating the 
of liberal. So i = j. 
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condition (3) in the definition of a special coloring. Thus q is internal to Pk, but 
it has either three neighbors colored 1, or three colored i. n either case it is not 
liberal, a contradiction. This proves (1). 
If x, colored i, were internal to Pi, and the endpoint of P’,, x would have three 
neighbors colored 1 and could not be liberal, violating the definition of PL. This 
proves (2). q 
Except in the rare case in which two paths are reverses of each other, if two paths 
overlap then the intersection is the endpoint of one, or both, paths. 
The complete algorithm then has the following form. 
rot S 
0) a dense A coloring with FindDenseColoring. 
(2) Call ImproueColor, which converts a dense coloring into a special one. 
(3) If every nose is colored, halt. 
(4) /* The most difficult step. */ Using ConstFraction, modify the coloring so as 
to decrease the number of uncolored nodes by a constant fraction (and 
preserve denseness). 
(5) Go to 2. 
The second, third, and fourth conditions of a special coloring being easily satisfied 
(via procedure I’mproueColor, described below), we first show how to obtain a dense 
coloring; later colorings will automalically be dense. 
imal independent set X0 in the fourth power G4 of graph G, where 
graph G4 = ( V, E”), E4 = {{u, v) 1 there is a path in G between u and u of length at 
most 4). 
(2) Let Xi be the set of nodes at distance i from X0, 1 s i c 4 (where for v ti X0, 
‘“the distance from v to X0” =min{distance& u,u) 1 u E X0}). /* X0, X1, X2, X3, X4 
together exhaust V and each node in Xi has a neighbor in Xi-l, for 1 s is 4.*/ 
(3) Let (S) denote the subgraph of G induced by SC K Invoke ExtendColor to 
find a total A coloring first of (X4), then one of (X, u X4), then one of (X, u X3 u X4), 
and finally a total A coloring (X, u X2 u X3 u Jl,). /* This total coloring of (X, u 
l l l u X4) is a dense (partial) coloring of 6. */ 
OFi 
We will need this fact, both in Step (3) of ImproveColor and later on. 
u and v are adjacent colored liberal nodes, both adjacent to au uncolored 
node, we can interchange their colors without introducing a conflict. 
ep1sc. Consequently 
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neighbors). 
colored nonliberal nodes (with a color not represented on the 
(2) For all uncolored nodes v with at least one nonliberal neighboy, find one 
such neighbor of ~1~ say X. Recolor X, with a color not represented on its neighbors. 
Now color v with x’s old color. 
(3) Look at all uncolored nodes v in parallel. Let v1 be v’s neighbor colored 1. 
If there is some neighbor y (Zv,) of v such that v1 and y are nonadjacent, do 
nothing, and let y(v) be y’s color. Otherwise, v1 is adjacent to every one of v’s 
neighbors other than vl. Let y P z be a pair of nonadjacent neighbors of v-such 
a pair exists- and swap the colors on v, and z. Again, let y(v) be y’s color. /*Fact 
2 guarantees that we can safely swap v,‘s and z’s colors. */ 
(4) /* Now conditions (l), (2) and (4) in the definition of a special coloring 
hold, but (3) might not. Thus we execute Step (2) again. */ 
p 2 again and then halt. 
The proof of correctness is omitted. 
3.2. Co toring a constant j?action 
Unfortunately, this most important section of the algorithm is complicated. This 
portion of the algorithm involves nine cases, each one of which is simple, and can 
appear quite formidable at first. However, conceptually it is really quite easy. 
Let us say that a path PL Zoops back if the endpoint of PI is adjacent to u. 
Different recoloring schemes are called for when certain paths loop back. 
Recall that for each uncolored node v we have chosen color y(u) # 1 so that v’s 
neighbors colored 1 and y(v) are nonadjacent. We need to ensure that y(v) # 2 for 
at least half of the uncolored nodes v (color 2 will be a distinguished color) and 
by interchanging colors 2 and 3 everywhere in line 1 of ConsFraction, if necessary, 
we do. 
(1) If y(v) = 2 for half or more of the uncolored nodes, interchange colors 2 and 
3 everywhere. For all u, if y(u) is 2, shake it 3, and vice versa. 
(2) Let S be the set of uncolored nodes v YV;;~I y( t) z 2. /* Irr this phase, we will 
color a constant fraction of the 
(3) For all v E S, for all k E {2,3, . . . aths all have at least 
two nodes. */ 
(4) For all VES, for all i, kE{l,2 ,..., 
(a) let vi be v’s unique neighbor of color i, 
(b) let colored k and 
(c) let 
96 
(5) Now we construct sets SIP S, , m.. ) &, which (by Lemma 2 be 
i. L~tS~={~~Sl~c~~)~{2,~.~,A~su~hthatthe~astnod~of 






S, ={ZJE Sj%~(v) such that the endpoint of P;‘“’ has color 1 and is 
adjacent o a node of S}. For each v E SzP choose a c( II). 
N = {o E S/ 3c( u) such that the end~uint of PE(‘j has color # 1 and is 
adjacent o a nod Si. For each 0 E choose a c(u). 
Ss={t)E PiQME (u} such that P ) and PE”) have the same 
endpoint}. 
4. Let S4=N-S3. 
5. Let S,={uESlViE(2,3,..., AI, PI Loops back, {VI, 021 f E, UZ,~W~ Gb 
6. Let S6 = {II E S IVi, Pk hoops back, { v1 , t)2} E E, e,,+) = Q,)). 
i? Let ST = {v E S IV& PI ‘loops back, {VI, v2} E E, 2t~,~(~) E rn - { 2+(,t)}8 
8. Let s,=(v~Sl~i PI loops back, {Q, zf2)@ E, {vyIuI, q,& E}. 
9. Let Ss = {v E SI\Jj Pt loops back, { ztI, v2) kf .E$ (vY(uI, qz}& E}. 
(6) Choose I such that S, is the largest among these nine sets, and execute p;rclc 
2. f * Except for Proc 9, wraith catls Pmc 1, 2, 3 or 4, each of these nine 
prucedures is serf-cuntained* ~QC 9 COZY augur a ~~n~t~nt friction of the nodes 
in S,. */ 
l s=s,u$,w * l usg. 
Fur ah v E S, either &f v) E (2,3,. . . , A} such that the last node of Pz”’ is 
adjacent to a nude of S -{v}, or %(it) E (2,3,. . . , 4) such that the last nude of 
f $” is nut adjacent to a nude of S, ur Vi E {2,3,. t w ) A} the last nude of PI is 
adjacent o v, i.e., PI loops back. Those v E S satisfying the first condition are in 
SE ; those satisfying the second comprise Sz u S, u 54; and those satisfying the third 
are pa~itiu~~ed into S, t” * * l u Sg. Note that if Vi E (2,3, . l l $ A}, Pa loops back, 
then ~e~ain~y v fu) ErU. D 
Now the hard part, pru~~dnres l-9. 
l would like to flip PEtut for al‘t v E St ) but if we do, several neighbors of 
v might change color, leaving v fiberaf. We use an auxi~ia~ graph 
to flip, in pa~aI~e~~ a co~~stant fraction of the paths PE@), for v fz S, . 
up” amfficts with ~~~~~~~~~~~. nfu unately~ the paths’ endpoints, each of which 
has an untutored neighbor, must be handled separately. 
(1) BuiM an auxiliary graph H on S, by putting {u, v} into E(H) if and only if 
t to the endpoint uf Pi(‘), or if 24 is adjacent o the endpoint uf P~(“. 
has average degree at most 2. *f 
an independent set T in of size at least is, I/ 10, via procedure 
in T, 
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(3) Let Y = {endpoint of P$‘)I M E T}. /* E ac h v E Y has an uncolored neighbor 
not in T. */ Uncolor the nodes in Y. 
(4) For all v E T, interchange colors 1 and c(v) on PL(“’ (except leave its endpoint 
uncolored). /* Since some pairs of adjacent nodes may both be colored 1, there 
may be conflicts. */ 
(5) Let A = {u Icolor( u) = 1 and u has a neighbor of color 1). /* Each node u E A 
that does not have two neighbors of the same color ic adjacent to an uncolored 
node. */ 
(6) Remove the colors from nodes in A and use procedure ExtendColor to recolor 
them. /* Now no node in T has a neighbor colored 1. If y is a neigkbor of an 
uncolored node v and y lies in P$‘) for some u # v, then y is the endpoint of Pi(“). */ 
(7) In parallel, color all the nodes in T with color 1. 
(8) Using procedure ExtendColor, color all of the nodes in Y. /* Each one being 
adjacent to a node that is still uncolored, this is possible. */ 
fW 
rot 2, To ensure that cleaning up the conflicts is possible, Steps (l)-(3) will ensure 
that for each endpoint t of a path P$” for v E S,, either two neighbors of t not in 
P L(“) have the same color, or that t is of degree less than A, or that t is adjacent to 
an uncolored node not in S (and therefore not in S,). This condition will hold even 
after flipping all the nonendpoint nodes of some paths. Thus, after flipping those 
nonendpoint nodes, coloring the endpoints will be easy. 
( 1) Build an auxiliary graph N on S2 by initializing E(H) to {{u, v} [ the endpoint 
of Py) is an internal node of Pi(“)y or vice versa}. 
For each v E S,, do: 
The endpoint t of PL;(“) either has degree less than A, is adjacent to an uncolored 
node not in S (and therefore not in S,), or has at least two identically-colored 
neighbors, neither on the path Pi”‘. If either of the first two holds, do nothing. 
Otherwise, choose identically-colored neighbors x # y5 neither on PL(“‘, of L Find 
z E S,, if it exists, so that x lies in P$=' . Add the edge {v, Z} to E(N). Find w E S2, 
if it exists, for which y lies in Pi! w), and add {v, w} to E (If). /:1: Lemma 3 below 
shows that z and w, if they exist, are uniquely determined. *j’ 
/* In H, the average degree is at most 6. +/ 
(2) With procedure FindLargelS, find an irrdependent set Q in 11 of cardinality 
at least I&1/26. 
(3) For all q E Q, uncolor the endpoint of P, c(Y) and then on all other nodes of 
Pi@!, interchange colors 1 and c(q). Color all q E Q with color 1 s 
(4) (Clean up) Using rocedure ExtendCol 
colored 1, and then, for all q E Q, color PG(@‘s endpoint. 
two neighbors of each en 
endpoint has an uncolored ighbor or is not of 
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a 3. In Step 0.) above, z and w we uniquely determined, if they exist. 
ces to prove that z is uniquely determined. 
lored 1. Thus x’s color is not 1. f there is a z E S, so that x lies in 
s internal to Pf? By Lemma 1, if x lies in P_EtY) for some y E S, - {z}, 
he reverse of Pz(‘), and the endpoint of Pzcz) is adjacent to a node of 
ng the definition of S,. El 
that if two paths P$“’ and PE’“’ overlap (where u Z v are both in SJ, 
ma 1, they share only endpoints. After flipping both, the common 
have two neighbors of the same color, so cleaning up will be easy. 
olors 1 and c(v) on each Pt(” for which v E S,, and by using procedure 
ExtendColor, clean up those nodes of color 1 now having a neighbor of the same color, 
(2) Give color 1 to all c E S3. 
En mc 3 
Prcsc 4 is very similar to Proc 2. To ensure cleaning up is possible, Steps 
(l)-(3) will ensure, for each endpoint t of a path P, ‘(“! for v E S,, that either two 
neighbors of t not on Pz(“’ have the same color, or that t be of degree less than A, 
or that t be adjacent to an uncolored node not in S (and therefore not in S,J. 
(1) Build an auxiliary graph H on & by Initializing E(H) to 8. /* No endpoint 
t of a path in PEcv’ for v E S, can be internal to another such path, by Lemma I, 
since t’s color is not II. */ 
For each v E S4, do: 
The endpoint 1 of Pz(“’ either has degree less than A, is adjacent to an uncolored 
S (and therefore not in S,), or has at least two identically-colored 
either on the path Pk’“). If either of the first two holds, do nothing. 
Otheslvise, choose identically-colored neighbors x # y, neither on Pz(‘), of t. Find 
z E S,, if it exists, so that x lies in PTcZ’. Add the edge (v, z} to E(H). Find w E S4, 
if It exists, for which y lies in P$““, and add (v, w} to E(H). /* Lemma 4 below 
shows that z and w, if they exist, are uniquely determined. */ 
/* In H, the average degree is at most 4. */ 
cedure Fit&Large& find an independent set Q in H of cardinahty 
E Q, remove the color from the endpoint of P;(q) and then on all 
interchange colors 1 and c(q). Color all q E with color 1. 
(4) (Ckan up) Using procedure ExtendColor, recolor all a pairs of nodes 
d then, for all q E Q, color Pzs”s endpoint. / ing ensured that 
f each endpoint have the same color after flipping (or that the 
uncolored neighbor or is not of maximum degree), this cleanup is 
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n Step (1 i above, z and w are uniquely determimd, [j’they exist. 
ces to prove that z is uniquely determined. If x9s color is not 1, the 
by Lemma 1, x cannot be both internal to a path P’,‘“’ and an endpoint of such a 
path. If it is internal, then by Lemma 1 and the definition of IV, it is internal to at 
most one such path. By the def’lnition of $+, x can be the endpoint of at most one 
such path. 
If, on the other hand, x’s color is 1, by the definition of N, x cannot be the 
endpoint of a path Pt;cU’ for ti E S,. So x must be internal, and as argued above, x 
can be an internal node of at most one such path. El 
This easy consequence of Lemma 1 should help clarify the reader’s understanding 
of Proc 5-9. 
act 3. If u f v are both in S5um 9 w S,, then Pi and Pi are disjoint, for all 
i, j E (2,3, . . . , A). Also, Pzcv) has at least four nodes, because (v, , v,( J si E. 
Recall that Q~(,,) is the unique neighbor colored y(v) of v2: v’s neighbor 
colored 2. Because node v~,,(,~ does not lie in Pz(‘), we would like to flip Y:(‘), 
thereby ensuring that v2 has two neighbors colored y(v), then color v with color 
2, and then reassign a color to v2. Unfortunately, v2,Y(vJ may lie on P$“) for some 
u f v E&. An sv~?Iz+.~_~ph solves the probiem. 
(1) Build an auxiliary graph H on S5 4 by letting E (Al) be 0 originally, and then 
for all v E S5, consider v~,~(~). Node v2,?( vI E TV, but may be in r,, for (at most) one 
u E &. If such a u exists, add the edge {u, v} to E(H). Otherwise do nothing. 
/* Clearly the average degree of If is at most 2. */ 
(2) Use FindLargeIS to find an independent set T in If of cardinality at least 
I&l/ 10. 
(3) For all v E T, interchange colors 1 and y(v) i 2 on I’,,, and remove the color 
2 from v2. 
(4) Since adjacent nodes of color 1 may exist, use procedure ExtendColor PO 
resolve conflicts. 
(5) Now color all v E T with color 2 (since now v has no neighbor colored 2). 
(6) Because for VE T each vz now has two neighbors of color y(v), color all o? 
s in parallel. /* ExtendColor is not needed. */ 
Only local color modifications are called for in this easy case. 
U2.Y041 = u,(u) for all u E S,. We will interchange colors 1 and 
us with a nonliberal neighbor (:I,,~“,) of U. Finisning up is s 
(1) For all u E S,, interchange colors 1 and 2 on U, and 
colored 1 are adjacent to u,,(,,) . Y9 act 2 i 
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Neighbor M,, “) OF u. currently colored y(u) and having two neighbors colored I, is 
nonl%eral. */ 
(2) For all ti E S6, uncolor u,(,) and color u with color y(u). 
(3) For all u E S,, Gdlor u,(,) with some color not appearing on its neighbors. 
/* ExtendColor is not needed. */ 
c 7. Again, an easy ca(;e. Local changes suffice. For all u E S,, u~,~(~) lies in P:@). 
but is neither ; _ he last node (u,(,)) nor the first node of that path. Thus u~,~(~) has 
two neighbors colored 1. We will temporarily uncolor u~.~,(~~) > allowing us to recolor , . 
v7 and then u. Recolorin_g ti2,7tuE wit1 be easy; it will still hsve two neighbors 
colored I. 
(1) Let Y= {UZ.~W 1 u E S,). LJncolor all the no&c in Y. 
(2) For all 1~ E S,, color u2 with color y(u). Color u with color 2. 
(3) Use procedure ExfendColor tCs Color the nodes cf x each of which has two 
neighbors colored 1. 
Paoc 7 
Again, local modifications suffice. Note that if u and u are distinct nodes 
in &, thsre is no edge between either of u,(,), q2 and either of u,,(,), u~,~, because 
.q2 and q2, both of color 2, cannot be adjacent, and because the coloring is dense. 
Node w1,2 is not adjacent to u: if it were, ul,? = u2, which implies (u,, u2} E E, 
violating the definition of S,. Furthermr re, because P”, loops back, u~,~ E P’, is liberal 
and has two neighbors colored 1, and hence exactly one (namely, u,,(,)) colored y(u). 
(1) For all c c S,, swap the colors y( 14) and 2 on u,,(,, and u~,~. /* Interchanging 
the colors orl Mu and u~,~ creates no conflicts, because u,(,) had exactly one 
neighbor of color 2 (namely, u,,~) and Ui,L had exactly one neighbor colored y(u) 
(nsmely, u,(,,) ). Since ulq2 is not adjacent to U, u now has no :leighbor of color y(u). */ 
r M with color y(u) for all u E S,. 
. The crux of Proc 9, lines (l)-(5), will modify the coloring in such a way 
that, for every remaining uncolored node u, the new P’, does not loop back. Thus 
we will I=e able simply to call Proc 1, Proc 2, Proc 3 or Proc 4, which will color a 
constant fraction of the remaining uncolored nodes. Rough!y, interchanging color? 
t, and y(u) on P~(cO is what we need to do. (Arsd then to clean up any conflicts 
and to color any nodes u E Ss that are either nonliberal or have a nonliberal neighbcr.) 
Note that for M # u, both ic &, no node in Ft is adjacent to a node in P’,. 
e correctness proof alone, let TWO be the set of nodes colored 2. Note 
e in r,, has exactly one ceighbor colored 2. Also only for 
path 8”:’ with its last rlode M* deleted, so ends at zq2. */ 
(1) For all UC&, ange colors 1 and y(u) along UytU) and then 
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(2) By koking procedure ExtendCslor, recolor all nodes cclored 1 kwing a 
neighbor also colored I. 
(3) Color all nodes u,(,) for M E &, each with a color not occurring on its 
neighbors. /* This is easy, because no two are adjacent and each has an uncolored 
neighbor. *‘/ 
(4) Color any u E S9 that is either nonliberal or has a nonliberal neighbor (first 
recoloring a nonliberal neighbor if u is liberal). /* No two uncolored ncdes being 
a distance less than 5 apart, no call to a conflict-resolution procedure is necessary. */ 
be the uncolored nodes in S,. N construct Pz for each r.4 E
alone, construct BP for each u E and let TWO’ be the set of 
now colored 2. We will prove in the lemma below that VU E W, P’, does riot loop 
back. */ 
(6 j Define sets N and S, , S2, S3, S,: 
1. Let SI = {v E W 1 the last node of Pt is adjacent to a node of W - {v}}. 
2. Let S, = (v E Wlthe endpoint of Pf, has color 1 and is not adjacent to a 
node of W}. 
3. Let N = {v E W 1 the endpoint of P’, has color 2 and is not adjacent to a 
node of W}. 
Let S, = {v E N 1% E N - {v} such that P’, and P’, have the same endpoint}. 
4. Let &=N-&. 
/* These four sets S1,. . . , S, exhaust W. */ 
(7) Set c(u)=2 WuE W 
(8) Choose d s Is 4 such that S1 is the largest of S1, S,, S,, S,, and execute 
Proc 1. Note that the current coloring is special. */ 
Immediately below statement 5 of Proc 9, ifu E Wthen P’, does not loop back. 
roof. Choose u E W Note that TWQ’c TWO, and furthermore, in Steps (I)-(5) 
no node in QU changed color. If the path P’, constructed in Step (5) looped back, 
then P’,’ would be the reverse of Pz and would also loop back. If some node x is 
a nonliberal node in QU, then certainly Pff is a prefix of QU ending either at x or 
before (but not at u,), and hence its endpoint is not adjacent to U. If‘ at the same 
point in the program every node in Q,, is liberal, and yet ~4~ has exactly one neighbor 
colored 1, then P’,’ is exactly Qu d q2 is not adjacent o U. 
So suppose that each node in is liberal, and u1,2 has exactly two neighbors 
colored le. Yet at the top of Proc 9, 14~ 
of which, ul, is no longer colored 1. So if eU is u,,~‘s neig 
eU is not in QJ, then eU must have changed color in S 
some v E Ss ; possibly v = u. C 
not, since u E Sg. Recahing th 
2, even at line 5 of 
ecbrem. Procedure Brooks A colors n-node 
can be imp!emenFed on an EREW PRAM in time 
pr&_ When ~onsthzction calls p)rsc 1, S, contains at least I/ 18th of :he uncolored 
nodes. Each of Proc I-9 colors a constant fraction of the uncolo ed nodes fed to 
it; even hoc 9 indirectly coEors a constant fraction of the ncolored nodes, since 
it colors all of the nc des in S9 - W and when it calls I+oc I, IS,1 2 fl WI. Colored 
nodes stay colored. Thus O(log n) iterations through the loop in Proc Brooks will 
color all the nodes. 
EXFWKTO~ is our time and processor bottleneck. Luby’s maximal coloring 
algorithm (which we have modified slightly to get ExtendColor) is really a reduction 
from the problem of extending 2 coloring of an n-node, maximum degree-A graph 
to that of finding a maximal independent set in an (nA )-node graph. Were we to 
implement ExtendColor with Lutj’s own deterministic maximal independent set 
algorithm, we would need fI(n’) processors. Instead, we use the maximal indepen- 
dent set algorithm of Goldberg and Spencer [S] throughout, which, on an EREW 
PRAM, takes 0(log4 n) time and O(n’) processors on n-node (dense) graphs, thus 
providing an implementation of ExtendColor that runs in 0(Iog4 n) time, with O(N”) 
processors, even for dense graphs. (Though replacing the algorithm in [S] by that 
in [IO] would probably yield a faster, less processor-elncient algorithm.) 
Bounding the time and counting the number of processors are now easy. On an 
EREW PRAM, with O( n4) processors, and O(log4 n) time, one can easily implement 
every individual statement in any of our procedures. (With so many processors and 
so much time, one could easily convert between adjacency list representation and 
adjacency matrix representation, if convenient or necessary.) There are no loops, 
except for the one in procedure Brooks9 which is executed O(log n) times. Thus the 
overall time is O(log’ n), and O(n4) processors are needed. c! 
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